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ABSTRACT
An optimal active vibration absorber can pro-
vide guaranteed closed-loop stability and con-
trol for large flexible space structures with col-
located sensors/actuators. The active vibration
absorber Is a second-order dynamic system which
is designed to suppress any unwanted structural
vibration. This can be designed with mini-
mum knowledge of the controlled system. Two
methods for optimizing the active vibration ab-
sorber parameters are illustrated: minimum res-
onant amplitude and frequency matched active
controllers. The Controls-Structures Interaction
Phase-1 Evolutionary Model at the NASA Lan-
gley Research Center is used to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the active vibration absorber for
vibration suppression. Performance is compared
numerically and experimentally using accelera-
tion feedback.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, active vibration absorbers (AVA), or
virtual passive controllers, have receiw_l much
attention for the vibration suppression of large
flexible space structures. This is largely due to
the AVA controller's ability to guarantee closed-
loop stability with minimum knowledge of the
controlled system. The theoretical development
of the AVA controller and actual implementation
are reported In Refs. 1 through 5.
In this study, two methodologies of optimal
tuning of the AVA controller are studied and
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compared. The first controller uses the mtni-
mizatkm of the resonant amplitude as shown in
Ref. 6. The second controller uses the frequency
match of the absorber to the controlled system as
shown in Ref. 4. These methods are then used
to design the AVA controller for the Controls-
Structures Interaction (CSI) Phase-1 Evolution-
ary Model (CEM Phase-I). The simulation and
expe.rimental results of these two methods are
compared to see which method gives better vi-
bration suppression without actuator saturation.
Both numerical and experimental results will
be shown by using slnusoldal and random ex-
citations. Open/closed-loop modal parameters
are identified using the Observer/Kalman Fil-
ter hlentification (OKID) software described in
Re f. 7. The open/closed-loop damping ratios are
compm_d.
In the following sections, we start with a short
review of the AVA controller developed in Ref. 1.
The two optimal tuning methods for the AVA
controller are shown and discussed in terms of a
physical interpretation. Then, a brief description
of the real time control is presented. Finally, nu-
merical and experimental results are shown and




The equations of motion for control of large
flexible space structures are typically written as
M_ + D:i: + Kx = Bu (1)
y = H_,_, + H,,'_ + Hd_C (2)
where x is an n x 1 state vector and the mass,
_tlffness, and damping matrices satlM'y M ;--
M T > O, K = K T __ 0 and D = D T >_ O,
respectively. In the absence of rigid-body mo-
tion, K = K T > O. Here B is an n x p influence
matrix whtch describes the actuator force distri-
butions for the p x 1 control vector u. Equation
(2) represents a m x 1 measurement vex'tor 7/,
and Ha, H,_, and Ha are the m x n acceleration,
velocity, and displacement influence matrices, re-
spectively.
Let the AVA controller take a similar form as
Eqs. (1) and (2), then
Mc_e + Dc_c + Kexe :-- Beue (3)
and
y,. : H,_?i:e + H,,e_.e + tl, tcxc. (4)
The above equations do not represent any phys-
Ical system since it is a fictitious model, tlere
xc Is all ne x 1 controller state vector, and
Me, D_, and Ke can be interpreted as the con-
troller mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, re-.
specttvely. These are in general symmetric and
positive definite, so that the controller is asymp-
totically stable. The nc x m influence matrix B_
describes the force distributions for the m x 1
Input force vector ue. Equation (4) repre_nts
the p x 1 controller measurement vector yc, and
H_, H,x, and Ha_ are the p x nc acceleration,
velocity, and displacement, influence matrices, re-
spectively. The controller design parameters are
the quantities Me, De, Kc, Bc, It,_, Hv,., and Hd_..
Let the flexible space structure and the controller
be interconnected so that the OUtl)Ut of the con-
troller is the input to the structure, and the out-
put of the structure is the input to the controller,
t.e.,
u = y_ = H,_ce + H,_gire I tla,_a:,: (5)
= y = + + H, :r (6)
Upon substitution of Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eqs.
(1) and (3), respectively, the overall ciosed-k)op
system equation becomes
Mtftt + Dg_t + Ktxt : 0 (7)
where
M -BH,,_ ]Mt = -BcH,, Mc
D -BH,,e ]Dt = BeHv De '
Kt= -BcHa g_ ,xt= xc
The control equation is modified and the actu-
ators]sensors locations are adjusted to design a
controller that is model-independent and ensures
stability of the closed-loop system regardless of
any perturbations. Only the special case of ac-
celeration feedback is considered in this study,
i.e., (H_,, H_ = 0) . For any given matrix H_,
the above exluation produces a symmetric closed-
loop mass matrix, Mt. To insure that Mt is posi-
tive definite, the input force in Eq. (5) is modified
to include a direct acceleration feedback, i.e.,
u : y_ - G,,V = H..:i':. - G,,H,,_ (8)
where, G,, is a gain matrix defined as
G, = II,,:Be (9)
Li,t sensors and actuators be. collocated such that
B¢= H, v, and H_= B T (10)
and B,: be defined as
B_ = Mc[_c or [_c = UclBe (11)
then closed-loop mass matrix becomes
M + H_ BJc McBcHa -HTBTMc (12)
Mt = -M BeH. Me
which is symmetric, and positive definite as long
as M and Mc axe positive definite.
In this paper, a single degree-of-freedom sys-
tem with an acceleration feedback AVA con-
troller is considered as shown in Fig. 1. For
the collocated sensors/actuators, let/3c = Ha:--
I. A state space form for the single degree-of-
freedom system to be controlled can be written
x = A_: + By u = C5c + Dy (13)
where
A 7_: [0 ,] [0]
-k/m -dim ,B = 1/m '
[-]c= [-klm -dlm],D = [llmI,_ = _,
These parameters are used for an optimal AVA
design for performance only. If the structural
modal parameters are not known accurately, the
AVA closed-loop system design still guarantees
stability but not performance as desired. The
controller matrices can be written so that the
vector xe represents the relative position between
mc and m. The corresponding controller equa-
tions in a state form are
_c = A_c + BoW u_ = C_c + D_ (14)
where
[o ,] [o]A_= -_:Jm_. -dc/m_ ' B_= L '
[-.]c_ ---I-kc - _l, D_:=101,:¥ =_ _¥
In the following sections, two methods for op-
timizing the AVA controller parameter_ for opti-
mal performance are discussed.
Minimum Resonantamplitude AVA
The AVA controller is optimally designed to
minimize the vibration amplitude of tim struc-
ture. This is achieved by minimizing a quadratic
cost function which is the integral of the squared
structure deflection, i.e.,
2J = xTQ_dt (15)
where Q = Qr >__0.
The optimal AVA contr(fller parameter in this
case. are derived in Ref. 6 and presented in di-
mensionless form as
f : :/(:+_)
¢_= 40 + m)3
where the mass ratio is defined as IL_ =
(16)
(17)
f is the frequency ratio of the controller to the
system natural frequency for initial displacement
case, and (c is the controller damping ratio. The
mass ratio is selected to avoid actuator satura-
tion.
Fre_quency: Matched AVA
The AVA controller frequency is "matched" to
the driving frequency of the actuator for a de-
sired plant damping ratio, _dp, hence, the un-
wanted vibration energy in the system is ab-
sorbed. The coefficient terms of the actual and
desired closed-loop characteristic equations are
matched. This is shown in the Appendix. This
procedure leads to a 6th order polynomial for the
frequency ratio, f, which is written as
16(-(1 4- #c) 2) 4- fS(4(dp(p(1 4- I_c))+
f4((: + m)(3 - 4(. _)- 4(__)+
f(4(dp 2+ 4(p2- 3 -- m) +
f(-4C@Cp) 4- 1 = 0 (18)
where (I,isthe actualplantdamping ratio.The
h'cquencyratio,f, isthen used to calculatethe
desiredcontrollerdamping ratio,_dc,as
(#,. (l+ Jtc--4(z_2)f4 4-4@(@f 3 --2f2 4-I(19)
:: 4(dpf2 - 4(p/s
The optimal (dc is defined as when the differ-
ence between (,z_ and (,Zc is less than 5%. The
optimal _,z_ is achieved by varying #c. The ac-
tual optimal controller parameters can now be





_:. = _,,/_ (21)
lh:re, wc and (c are the optimal controller natural
frequency and damping ratio, respectively. The
desired plant damping ratio, (d_,, is selected to
avoid ac.tuator saturation as well as to optimize
t,h('_,:,mtmller damping.
REAL TiME CONTROL LOGIC
The flow chart of the real time control logic is
s!town in Fig. 2. Here, P1 CEM represents the
CEM Phase-1. The CAMAC (Computer Auto-
mated Measurement and Control) system is used
t,,, interface the analog-to-digital and digital-to-
analog conversion. More detailed description
about CAMAC is shown in Ref. 8. The rest
oi" the diagram represents the computer software
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except for the Zonlc (Ref. 9) which is a com-
merclaUy available data acquisition and signal
processing system. The experiment begins by
reading the control matrices and test initializa-
tion which represents the Control Law & Test
Initialization in Fig. 2. The initialization sets
the test parameters including test time, sample
rate, excitation and control times, excitation op-
tions, controller size, scale factors, and options of
digital filtering for actuator commands and _n-
sor outputs. Excitation options are sinusoids,
random signals, pulses, user defined excitation,
and two sine sweep options. The sine sweep op-
tion requires the specifications of start and stop
times, sampling frequency, and the number of
cycles for each frequency step. On the other
hand, the M sine sweep option only requires the
specifications of start and stop times, and sweep
time. Three digital filters are available tbr exci-
tation commands (EX Filter), control commands
(Cmd Filter), and sensor outputs (Acc Filter) for
the user to select and provide with a filter data
file. Upon completion of a test initialization,
the sensor biases for calibration are calculated
by averaging the sensor over 1000 samples, and
then the actual real time test begins by using
the data file parameters. Thruster commands
and sensor outputs are checked per sample for
the limit to ensure the controller stability and
system safety. When the test is finished, the ac-
tuator commands and sensor data are stored as
a MATLAB binary file.
NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
The aforementl_)ned AVA controller design
methods are used to control the first ten modes
of the CEM Phase-1. Figure 3 shows a schematic
of the model and the location of 8 collocated sen-
sors/actuators. The finite element model and ex-
perimental mode shapes are used as a guide to
determine the sensor/actuator pair location to
control specific modes. Table 1 shows the fre-
quencies and their corresponding mode number
and the mode shape description. Table 2 shows
the locations of the sensors/actuators used to
control the specific modes. The actuators at lo-
cations 1, 2, 4, and 8 are used to control two
independent modes. For this case, two indepen-
dent optimal AVA controllers are designed, but
in the application, the first target mode is the
primary mode to be controlled.
A. AVA Controller Desi(_n
The AVA controller designs are demonstrated
by first exciting exciting the CEM Phase-1. A
sinusoidal excitation is used to excite individ-
uai modes of the model to estimate individual
modal parameters for the AVA designs with op-
timal performance. This is then used to de-
sign both a minimum resonant amplitude and
a h'equency matched AVA controllers. Both con-
troller parameters are selected to avoid actuator
saturation. The AVA controller design param-
eters under the above conditions are shown in
Tables 3 and 4. Figures 4 through 27 show the
open and clo_-loop responses from both exper-
imental results and finite element model (FEM)
simulations using minimum resonant amplitude
and fi'equency matched AVA controllers. For the
open-loop case, the structure is excited by using
a sinusoidal excitation at the individual frequen-
cies of interest for the duration of each test. For
the ch),',_d-loop case, the structure is excited with
open-loop conditions for the first 10 or 15 sec-
onds then the AVA controller is activated. Mode
6 is nsed as an example to explain the figures
mentioned above. Figures 11 and 23 show the
results of the minimum resonant amplitude and
the frequency matched AVA controllers for mode
6, respectively. The dotted and solid lines repre-
sent the open and closed-loop conditions, respec-
tively. Both FEM simulation and the experimen-
tal results show a similar trend of time histories
fi)r m(xle 6 in these figures. The effectiveness of
both AVA controllers are clearly demonstrated in
the_ figures. The frequency matched AVA con-
troller is somewhat faster in suppressing vibra-
tion than the minimum resonant amplitude AVA
controller. For clarity, impulse response simula-
tions of open and closed-loop are used to com-
1)are the AVA controllers which is shown in Figs.
28 through 39. These results also indicate that
the frequency matched AVA controller is some-
what more effective in vibration suppression.
B. Effectiveness of AVA _ontroller
The effectiveness of the minimum resonant
amplitude aud frequency matched AVA con-
trollers are also demonstrated under random ex-
citations, which controls 24 states with 8 in-
puts and 8 outputs with a 200 Hz sampling
rate. The white, zero-mean and Gaussian ran-
dom signal, with 5 Hz cut-off frequency, is lined
to excite the structure. Figures 40 through 55
show open/closed-loop experimental results and
FEM simulations for both AVA controllers. Sen-
sor 8, shown in Figs. 47 and 55, is i_ as
a typical example to explain the figures men-
tioned above. The peak response, of the AVA
controllers is approximately 50% h_s than tile
open-loop response for both experimental results
and FEM simulations. Figures 50 and 53 for
the FEM simulations show the responses which
are not in a steady state mode in 30 seconds.
The power spectral densities (PSD) plots of the
signals from each sensor are shown in Figs. 56
through 63 for the minimum resonant amplitude
AVA controller. Figures 64 through 71 are the
PSD plots for the frequency matched AVA con-
troller. These, PSD show the vibration energy re-
duction of the controlled modes. The purpose of
these plots, which m'e not Bode lflots, is to better
illustrate the difference in the amplitude of the
spectral densities betw_n the open and dosed-
loop systems. The power spectral density of the
frequency matched AVA controller for _nsor 8,
plotted on a linear scale, is shown in Fig. 72
to demonstrate the effectiveness of tho AVA con-
troller in reducing the vibrations of modes 6 aml
7 with frequencies of .911 Hz and 1.54 Hz, re-.
spectively. Figure 72 definitely slmws that tootles
6 anti 7 are suppressed by tile AVA controller. In
general, the FEM simulation results are in good
agreement with the experimental results for both
controllers. These figures also indicate that the
frequency matched AVA controller is _m_ewhat
more effective in vibration supprL, ssion than the
minimum resonant amplitude AVA controller.
C. System Menttfication usin_ OKID
Open/closed-loop modal parameters front
experimental data are identified using the
OKID. Table 5 shows the comparison of tile
open/closed-loop damping ratios for the sinu-
soidal and random excitations. The cltxsed-loop
damping ratios for the sinusoidal excitation rep-
rt_e.nt the specified damping ratio for both AVA
controllers. Even under the random excitation,
the OKID closed-loop damping ratios are in a
reasonable agreement with the specified damping
ratios. The OKID did not have a long enough ex-
perimental record to identify the lower frequen-
cies. This table also shows that the damping ra-
tios increased significantly from the open-loop to
the closed-loop system, which is a primary factor
for the vibration suppression.
CONCLUSIONS
Two methods, the minimum resonant ampli-
tude and the frequency matched, for tuning the
active vibration absorber (AVA) parameters are
demonstrated and evaluated. The effectiveness
of these AVA controllers are tested using the
Controls Stnmtures Interaction Phase-1 Evolu-
tionary Model. Experimental and simulation re-
sults show both AVA controllers being very effec-
tive in suppressing tim vibrations. The frequency
matched AVA controller suppresses the vibration
somewhat faster than the minimum resonant am-
plitude AVA controller. The frequency matched
AVA controller produces more realistic actuator
commands without actuator saturation. The ex-
Imrimental results demonstrate the robustness of
the AVA (x)ntroller designs by being able to con-
trol 24 states under random excitations.
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APPENDIX
Derivationofthe frequencymatched AVA con-
trollerparameters are shown in thisAppendix.
The equationof motion forthe system shown in
Fig. lis
n_ + d_ + kx - d_,_ - k_z_ = 0 (A. 1)
m_c + de_c + kexc + m_ = 0 (A.2)
S,m_m+m--- _ +--=0m_m (A.3)
The frequency matched de.sired plant and con-
troller characteristic equation is written as
(s 2 t 2(,tvWS + w2)(s 2 + 2(d_WS + w2) = 0 (A.4)
and its expanded form is
s4 + sa(2(d_ + 2(a_)+
S2(2W 2 + 4(dV(dcW2) +
s(2(:dt, W3 + 2(¢/_w3) + w4 = 0 (A.5)
Now, the coefficient terms are matched to define




where %,2 = k/m. The sI term is
med'-'2--+ ((dvwa + (_deW3- (P-_v4)(A.7)
where d/m = 2(vw v. The s 2 term is
(I+ It,, - 4(v2)14+ 4(v(dp/3--212 + 1
4(dpf 2 -- 4_vla
(A.8)
where It,. =- mJm and f = w/wp. The s a term
is
f_(-(l+Its)2 + fa(4(_dv_v(1+ _c))+
f4((l+ IL,_)(3--4(dv2)--4_V+
f"(4_,?+ 46?--3--t'_)+
f(-4(dv_v) + 1 = 0 (A.9)
where _._ = x..-x. The clc_l-ltx)p characteristic ...........
equation of this system becomes Figure 1: A single degree-of-freedom plant model
with a single d_ree-of-freedom controller.

















































































Table 3: Minimum resonant amplitude AVA controller design parameters.
Sensor/Actuator 1°_TargetMode
location m_ dc kc
1 2.000 1.473 0.472
2 0.310 0.991 4.220
3 0.110 0.659 26.428
4 0.700 2.144 10.086
5 2.400 1.840 1.311
6 0.600 2.346 51.368
7 1.700 1.307 0.925
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Figure 4: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the minimum
resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 1 for the system excited by actuator 1
with sinusoidal input of the frequency at mode 3.
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Figure 5: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the minimum
remnant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 2 for the system excited by actuator 2
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Figure 6: Open/closed-loop experimenta| results and FEM simulations of the minimum
resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 3 for the system excited by actuator 3
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Figure 7: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the minimum
resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 4 for the system excited by actuator 4
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Figure 8: Open/closed-loop experimental results a_ld FEM simulations of the minimum
resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 5 for the system excited by actuator 5
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Figure 9: Open/closed-loop experimental results and_ F_EM_simulatiops :ofthe m!ni_m_
resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 6 for the system excited by actuator 6 _
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Figure 10: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the mini-
mum resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 7 for the system excited by actuator
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Figure 12: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the mini-
mum resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 1 for the system excited by actuator
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Figure 13: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the mini-
mum resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 2 for the system excited by actuator
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Figure 14: Open/clc_ed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the mini-
mum resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 4 for the system excited by actuator
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Figure 15: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the mini-
mum resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 8 for the system excited by actuator
8 with sinusoidal input of the frequency at mode 7.
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Figure 16: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 1 for the system excited by actuator 1 with
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Figure 17: Open/closed:loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 2 for the system excited by actuator 2 with
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Figure 18: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FE;M simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 3 for the system excited by actuator 3 with
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Figure 19: Open/close_d_p experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 4 for the system excited by actuator 4 with
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Figure 20: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 5 for the system excited by actuator 5 with
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Figure 21: 0Pen/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 6 for the system excited by actuator 6 with
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Figure 22: Open/closed-loop experimental res.lts and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 7 for tile system excited by actuator 7 with
sinusoidal input of the frequency at mode 1.
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Figure 23: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 8 for the system excited by actuator 8 with










Figure 24: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 1 for the system excited by actuator 1 with



















Figure 25: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 2 for the system excited by actuator 2 with
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Figure 26: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 4 for the system excited by actuator 4 with
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Figure 27: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 8 for the system excited by actuator 8 with
sinusoidal input of the frequency at mode 7. " " "
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Figure 28: Open/closed-loop impulse response simulations at sensor 1 for the system
excited by actuatol- 1 with sinusoiaal in'i_u!o-f th-e fiequency at mode 3.
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Figure 29: Open/closed-loop impulse response simulations at sensor 2 for the system
excited layactuator 2 with sinusoidalinput of the frequency at mode 4.
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Figure 30: Open/closed-loop impulse response simulations at sensor 3 for the system
excited by actuator 3 with sinusoidal input of the frequency at mode 10.
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Figure 31: Open/closed-loop impulse response simulations at sensor 4 for the systcm
excited by actuator 4 with sinusoidal input of the frequency at mode 4.
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Figure 32: Open/closed-loop impulse response simulations at sensor 5 for the system
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Figure 33: Open/closed-loop impulse response simulations at sensor 6 for the system
excited by actuator 6 with sinusoidal input of the frequency at mode 7.
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Figure 34: Open/closed-loop impulse response simulations at sensor 7 for the system
excited by actuator 7 with sinusoidal input of the frequency at mode 1.
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Figure 35: Open/closed-loop impulse response simulations at sensor 8 for the system
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Figure 36: Open/closed-loop impulse response simulations at sensor 1 for the system
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Figure 37: Open/closed-loop impulse response simulations at sensor 2 for the system
excited by actuator 2 with sinusoidal input of the frequency at mode 5.
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Figure 38: Open/closed-loop impulse response simulations at sensor 4 for the system
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Figure 39: Open/closed-loop impulse response simulations at sensor 8 for the system
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Figure 40: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the min-
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Figure 41: Open/closed-loop experimeut_l resultsand FEM simulations of the min-
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Figure 42: Open/closed-loop experinwntal res.lts an,! FEM simulations of the min-
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Figure 43: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the min-
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Figure 44: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the min-
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Figure 45: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the min-
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Figure 46: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the min-
imum resonsnt a_nplitude AVA controller at sensor 7 under random input at _]] 8
actuators.
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Figure 47: Open/closed-loop experimental resultsand FEM simulations of the min-
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Figure 48: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 1 under random input at all 8 actuators.
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Figure 49: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
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Figure 50: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
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Figure 51: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 4 under random input at all 8 actuators.
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Figure 52: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
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Figure 53: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
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Figure 54: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 7 under random input at all 8 actuators.
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Figure 55: Open/closed-loop experimental results and FEM simulations of the fre-
quency matched AVA controller at sensor 8 under random input at all 8 actuators.
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Figure 56: Open/c|osed-|oop power spectr_| densities of the experimental results and
FEM simulations for the minimum resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 1 under
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Figure 57: Open/closed-loop power spectral densities of the experimental results and
FEM simulations for the minimum resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 2 under
random excitation at all 8 actuators.
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Figure 58: Open/closed-loop power spectral densities of the experimental results and
• FEM simulations for the minimum resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 3 under
random excitation at all 8 actuators.
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Figure59i Open/ciosed-loop power spectral densiti-es 0f tl_e experimental results and
FEM simulations for the minimum resonant, anaplitude AVA controlleratSensor 4 under
random excitation at all 8 actuators.
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Figure 60: Open/closed-loop power spectral densities of the experimental results and
FEM simulations for the minimum resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 5 under
random excitation at _ll 8 actuators.
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Figure 61: Open/closed-loop power spectral densities of the experimental results and
FEM simulations for the minimum resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 6 under
random excitation at all 8 actuators.
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Figure 62: Open/closed-loop power spectral densities of the experimental results and
FEM simulations for the minimum resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 7 under
random excitation at all 8 actuators.
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Figure 63: Open/closed-loop power spectral densities of the experimental results and
FEM simulations for the minimum resonant amplitude AVA controller at sensor 8 under
random excitation at all 8 actuators.
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Figure 64: Open/closed-loop power spectral densities of the experimental results and
FEM simulations for the frequency matched AVA controller at sensor 1 under random
excitation at all 8 actuators.
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Figure 65: Open/closed-loop power spectral densities of the experimental results and
FEM simulations for the frequency matched AVA controller at sensor 2 under random
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Figure 66: Open/closed-loop power spectral densities of the experimental results and
FEM simulations,for the frequency matched AVA controller at sensor 3 under random
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Figure 67: Open/closed-loop power spectral densities of the experimental results and
FEM simulations for the frequency matched AVA controller at sensor 4 under random








































Figure 68: Open/c]osed-]oop power spectra] densities of" Lhe experimental results and
FEM simu|stions for the frequency mstched AVA controller st sensor 5 under random



















Figure 69: Open/closed-loop power spectral densities of the experimental results and
FEM simulations for the frequency matched AVA controller at sensor 6 under random
excitation at all 8 actuators.
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Figure 70: Open/closed-loop power spectra] densities of the experimental results an(]
FEM simulations for the frequency matched AVA controller at sensor 7 under random
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Figure 71: Open/closed-loop power spectral densit!es o_f the experimental results and
FEM simulations for the frequency matched AVA controller at sensor 8 under random
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Figure 72: Open/closed-loop power spectral densities of the experimental results for
the frequency matched AVA controller at sensor 8 under random excitation at all 8
actuators.
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An optimal active vibration absorber can provide guaranteed closed-loop stability
and control for large flexible space structures with collocated sensors/actuators.
The active vibration absorber is a second-order dynamic system which is designed to
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knowledge of the controlled system. Two methods for optimizing the active vibration
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